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This version of the LT-1 lasted until , when the LS-1 was introduced. In , the LT-1 was a widely
used engine. It was used through four manufacturers: Chevrolet, Pontiac, Cadillac and Buick. It
was also use in many different types of cars including sports cars, sedans and even station
wagons. Chevrolet made the most use of the LT-1 in This engine produced horsepower, hp, and
foot-pounds of torque in the Camaro; hp and foot-pounds of torque in the Corvette; and
horsepower and foot-pounds of torque in the Impala SS and Caprice Wagon. The LT-1 was
internally the same in all Chevrolet models; it had a bore -- cylinder width -- of 4. All of the
Chevy model LT-1s had a The economy ranged in the Chevy models, they all got 17 mpg in the
city and 25 to 27 mpg on the highway. Pontiac made use of the 5. Both cars were essentially the
same; just the name differed. This engine produced hp and foot-pounds of torque. It had a bore
of 4 inches and a piston stroke of 3. It had the same The LT-1, in , got 17 mpg in the city and 25
to 27 mpg on the highway, depending on transmission selection. Buick utilized the LT-1 for its
full-sized sedan and station wagon, the Roadmaster. This engine was essentially identical to the
one that the Caprice Wagon used, since they are on the same platform. It produced hp and
foot-pounds of torque. It had a bore of 4 inches and a 3. The compression ratio was set at The
LT-1 pushed the Roadmaster to 17 mpg in the city and 25 mpg on the highway. The Fleetwood
was the only Cadillac in not to make use of the, still new, 4. This vehicle used GMs 5. It had a
compression ratio of The bore was 4 inches and the piston stroke was 3. This vehicle got 17
mpg in the city and 25 mpg on the highway. Justin Cupler is a professional writer who has been
published on several websites including CarsDirect and Autos. Cupler has worked in the
professional automotive repair field as a technician and a manager since He has a certificate in
broadcast journalism from the Connecticut School of Broadcasting. Cupler is currently studying
mechanical engineering at Saint Petersburg College. Buick Buick utilized the LT-1 for its
full-sized sedan and station wagon, the Roadmaster. Cadillac The Fleetwood was the only
Cadillac in not to make use of the, still new, 4. References MSN. Not coincidentally, the two
events shared uncanny similarities. Despite a devastating, no-huddle offense that routinely put
seven points on the scoreboard in less than a minute, the Bills of the early '90s were known for
never once bringing home the Vince Lombardi trophy. Likewise, from a technical standpoint,
the LT1 is arguably the second-best small-block Chevy ever built. However, due to the
overwhelming feats of its successor - the LS1 - it's often treated as a lame duck in the history of
Chevy sall-blocks. As to how history remembers their efforts, the Bills are just screwed, but
bringing some hard-earned respect to the LT1 camp is Ben Moore and his '94 Camaro Z
Compared to the LS1, does the LT1 really suck that much? Sufficient evidence certainly exists
that suggests so, but that isn't so much a sucker punch to the LT1's ribs as it is a testament to
the progress of technology. After all, we're comparing the product of mid-'90s engineering to a
design that traces its roots back to the mid-'50s. Nevertheless, the modern tweaks engineers
infused into the old-school Mouse motor to create the LT1 firmly fortified its status as the
pinnacle of traditional small-block Chevys. Reverse-flow cooling, which routed coolant into the
heads before the block, allowed for an astounding Instead of relying on the archaic, time-based
ignition systems of the day, the LT1's Opti-Spark system used optical sensors to precisely
identify the angle of the crankshaft within 1-degree increments, affording individual cylinder
timing control and a more aggressive spark curve. With Vortec-style aluminum cylinder heads,
poked and stroked LT1s can easily crack hp with factory castings. Unfortunately, the same
features that distanced the LT1 from its lesser forebears resulted in enough parts
incompatibility with Gen I small-blocks to limit its ultimate potential. The unique water jackets
needed to accommodate the reverse-flow cooling system limit maximum overbore to about.
Likewise, LT1-specific water passages severely limit aftermarket cylinder head availability and
worse yet, there's no such thing as an aftermarket LT1 block. Even with tuning software, the
factory computer won't rev much past 7, rpm, and the brick-shaped intake manifold -designed
more for hood clearance than a broad powerband - presents a severe bottleneck beyond hp. As
with the block, no one ever bothered to design an aftermarket intake manifold for the LT1.
Suddenly, the view from second place doesn't look so good. Clearing the aforementioned
hurdles required a combination of ingenuity and compromise. The first compromise was
settling on a modest displacement of ci, achieved by combining a. Stuck with the factory block,
Ben used splayed four-bolt main caps to make the most of a less-than-ideal foundation for
building power. Typically, sliding in a big, nasty cam and zinging out the revs can compensate
for a shortage of cubes, but there's that rev-challenged stock PCM to deal with, and Ben didn't
want to spend the bucks for a stand-alone EFI system. That put an even greater emphasis on
the selection of top-end components, so the cylinder heads of choice were cc units from Air
Flow Research. They have been rubbed on by Meaux Racing Heads Abbeville, Louisiana to flow
cfm on the intake side and on the exhaust. The final product from all this scheming is hp and
lb-ft on the chassis dyno: about as good as it gets for a naturally aspirated LT1. However, that's

still not enough to propel a porky fourth-gen into the single-digit realm, and it didn't. On its first
track outing with the new engine combo, the Camaro went Although Ben's original goal was to
run Content with the horsepower at his disposal and convinced the engine combo was maxed
out, he shifted his attention to suspension setup and reducing the car's 3, pounds of mass. QA1
adjustable shocks help transfer weight, and a custom torque arm puts the power down. Ben
went a few extra steps to attack extra fat hiding beneath the skin as well. He removed the front
and rear bumper supports, crash-guard bars in the doors, excess metal behind the
quarter-panels, and various heat shields and brackets. Even bolt threads throughout the car
deemed unnecessary were hacked off. The plan worked, and the car now weighs in at 2, pounds
and runs 9. You see, horsepower really isn't everything. True, the LS1 will likely continue to
reign supreme in late-model-GM land and will maintain its position as the Pro Touring mill of
choice; one fast LT1 car isn't going to change that. However, running 9s naturally aspirated in
street trim is damned impressive in anyone's book and makes the gap between second-best
and best that much tighter. PowertrainEngine: The ci small-block is based on a forged Eagle 3.
The cc AFR heads have 2. Custom touches include sheetmetal valve covers and a low-mount
alternator bracket. Power: It puts hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 5, rpm to the wheels. It's
more than up to the task without the weight penalties and horsepower loss associated with a TH
ChassisFrame: Other than the addition of a Wolfe Racecraft six-point rollbar, the basic chassis
is stock. The torque arm is custom, and the car leaves the hardest with the pinion angle set at 2.
The rest of the system is stock. Wheels: Weld Pro Stars are the wheels of choice, measuring
15x3. StyleBody: Everything is stock except the fiberglass, cowl-induction hood. Interior: The
cabin doesn't look like a car that's been lightened pounds, and that was precisely the point.
Close Ad. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. So, if you missed your chance to buy one
new as a kid 27 years ago, isn't that what most collectors are chasing, the cars they coveted as
kids, then here's your chance today! Having traveled just over 10K miles from new this is about
as close as you can get to buying that new car 27 years later. By horsepower's were just
starting to creep up again and if you think this is an anemic Camaro from the dark times, think
again. This ole girl makes horsepower at RPM- not too shabby at all. Check out the photos they
are a very accurate representation of the quality of this Convertible. Excellent on the exterior,
the same goes for the interior, engine compartment, and underside. This is a great low mileage
car to get into the collector world or to add to a collection of low mileage cars. If you can
imagine what a well-cared for one-year-old Camaro looked like on a used car lot in 95 we think
you can picture this car. Nicely equipped with Z28 Equipment Group 2 this nice old vert has AC,
4-wheel disc brakes, cruise control, fog lamps, power windows and lock, electric mirrors,
automatic transmission, 6-way power driver's seat, power top, and much more. Life is always
about right time and right place- if you missed your chance the first time around this may well
be the right car, at the right time and I'm sure at the right place. Come on in a take a look we
know you won't be disappointed. Drive it, show it, keep it in a bubble and polish it as a prized
possession, the choice is yours once you make it yours. We pride ourselves on having good
cars and representing them properly. Additional pictures and video are available, please call for
more photos, information or to schedule a test drive. Description: Used Chevrolet Camaro Z
Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure.
And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for
details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state
or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease.
At Peruzzi, our business is you!! Towbin Dodge, located in the Valley Auto Mall in Henderson, is
pleased to offer this white Chevrolet Camaro Z28 for purchase, this vehicle is well equipped
with many features including. Garage Kept! Thanks for checking out this great vehicle. When
looking to buy pre-owned, why not buy from the 1 Dodge dealer in Nevada? Give us a call or
come by today to see our huge inventory selection and let our great team assist you in locating
your next vehicle! This Chevrolet Camaro 2dr Convertible Z28 features a 5. The vehicle is Red
with a Red Cloth interior. It is covered by a limited warranty. New front lower control arm
bushings, new right front lower ball joint, and fresh front end alignment! Hard to find with low
miles and good condition! Give us a call today!!! This is being sold AS-IS due to age. Super low
finance rates are available at Your Auto Source!!! At Ferguson, we are Upfront and Simple. We
offer our best price to everyone, the first time. It is powered by a 5. This is a powerful beast of
an automobile that powers down the road straight and strong. This is finished in the original
Arctic White paint which is complemented by a Graphite Leather interior. It was also equipped
with the Z28 preferred equipment group which included air conditioning, cruise control, fog
lights, power door locks, power windows, and power locks. This sweet Camaro was also given
the options of removable locking roof panels, Bose audio system, and electric rear window

defogger. Altogether this is a very highly optioned car that remains in excellent condition both
inside and out. The 4th generation Camaro debuted in and ceased in Several changes occurred
for that continued over to the model, such as the transmission was replaced with the more
dependable 4L60E automatic. This example comes with a folder full of original documents such
as a copy of the window sticker, and various receipts. Please call or email with any questions or
for additional information. Z28 trim. Alloy Wheels. WHY BUY FROM US Prices do not include
sales tax, finance charges, costs of emission tests, other governmental fees, or taxes and
transportation costs incurred after sale, to deliver the vehicle to the purchaser at the
purchaser's request. Vehicle pricing is subject to change without notice based on current
manufacturer rebates and incentives and current vehicle market value. Contact dealer for most
current information. Vehicle availability is subject to prior sale and system update. Used vehicle
price includes Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to
purchase. Offer is valid through The year was a debut year for the entire GM F-Body platform
introducing the fourth generation Firebirds and Camaros. What better way to make an entrance
by not only producing a new generation, but also producing only of them as special edition Indy
Pace Cars! This vehicle is dressed up in the very unique and limited black on white paint
covered in Indianapolis badges and decals. From any angle you can easily pick this out of a
crowd and know that it's more than just any Camaro. This car is powered by a cubic inch LT1
Chevrolet V8 that is the original, matching numbers engine and transmission. Traveling just
over 55, miles, this smooth, throaty V8 is barely even broken in. A unique interior ties the entire
theme together making this a unique Camaro inside and out. Pop off the T tops, secure them in
their holders in the trunk, and off you go into any cruise night or car show around. This car is
one of only a few hundred, and they're certainly not making any more so get it while you can. Its
transmission and engine will keep you going. Description: Used Chevrolet Camaro. Aluminum
Wheels. As a GM 'Mark of Excellence Award' winner for Outstanding Sales, Customer
Satisfaction and Service in Pittsburgh for over ten years, our pricing strategy is simple, you get
our best prices on all our vehicles, not just the stock numbers in an Ad, and we will not be beat!
Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase.
Elegantly expressive, this Chevrolet Camaro commands the road. Number of Previous Owners:
Owner count not provided. This Sharp looking car features the 3. Here at Koppy Motors, we
have an awesome selection of classic cars and Sportscars! So stop wasting your time and
come in today for a test drive? Low miles and bone stock! Runs strong and very tight,
especially for the year. Call for more details! John Hinderer Honda in Heath, OH treats the needs
of each individual customer with paramount concern. We know that you have high expectations,
and as a car dealer we enjoy the challenge of meeting and exceeding those standards each and
every time. Allow us to demonstrate our commitment to excellence! Our experienced sales staff
is eager to share its knowledge and enthusiasm with you. We encourage you to browse our
online inventory, schedule a test drive and investigate financing options. You can also request
more information about a vehicle using our online form or by calling Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Type Coupe 2, Convertible Hatchback Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic 2, Manual Engine Type Gas 2, Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive 3, Cylinders 6 cylinders 1,
8 cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. No accidents. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Bought the car new in 94 and still love driving it, loud and fun to drive, still
looks great and easy to modifiy. Sign Up. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now
showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Powered by the Chevro Our
Chevrolet Camaro is turn-key and ready to roll. Featuring a full exhaust with longtube hea This
is a very original and extremely well kept Corvette. This car is as straight as the day Auction
Vehicle. When you're looking at a 1 of 6 special edition, it's pretty easy to understand why it
remains in s Private Seller. So before we get to the nitty-gritty, please realize I am writing this
from all This 3 Owner Vehicle is in Nice clean well kept original car, good body, nice paint and
interior, factory alloy wheels, hp Engine is a 5. Power seats p Car Fax certified, Original car no
stories, stor Rarely do you find a Camaro Convertible with such low mileage. Our Chevrolet
Camaro Co Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Camaro 2SS Berger
Edition is oneof 25 vehicles produced for the model year and powered by ahorsepower
supercharged 6. The exterior is finished in Synergy Green Metallic with black-painted racing
stripes over a black leather interior. The equipment includes a stainless cat-back exhaust
system, a performance suspension, custom 20" wheels, and a Hurst shifter. The car was
originally sold in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and resided primarily in the same area since new.
Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars.

Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal.
Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x.
This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars.
The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The
Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Typically, it results in a rampaging monster that draws
the attention of pitchfork-wielding, torch-throwing townsfolk. With more than rear-wheel
horsepower from a twin-turbo LT1 engine, it has monstrous performance, alright, but it's also a
project that the sane scientists at the lab said couldn't be done. Fortunately, the locals haven't
marched en masse up to his castle gate-make that garage door-to demand the monster be put
down. But after getting a good look at the taillights and "94TURBO" personalized plate on the
back of the car, most of the LS-powered citizens roll up afterward and rhetorically ask: "I just
got beat by an LT1? Sure did. To keep it in front of the LS crowd, as well as those smug
supercharged Mustang guys and even the occasional late-model Mopar jockey who's still trying
to find tuning for his stumbling Hemi, Fields upped its output with a pair of big, intercooled
Turbonetics turbos that pump out about 14 pounds of boost. With other mods, including a
switch to an LS-style individual coil ignition system, his clean, green monster puts down about
horsepower to the tires. That's about horses at the crankshaft-more than triple the original
horsepower output. It's a fabrication and tuning shop that's built more than its fair share of
force-inducted F-cars-although most have been of the LS-powered variety. To be honest, the
project started long before Borschke opened the doors at his own shop, but his fabrication
skills had been honed while working at other Detroit-area tuning shops. The high level of
fabrication is immediately evident when the hood is lifted, as the turbochargers are mounted
front and center, feeding and receiving a maze of 3-inch and 4-inch plumbing. A closer
examination of the turbos' installation reveals the radiator core support was cut and notched in
order to make room for a thick, three-core radiator and the scratch-built intercooling system's
heat exchanger. It's an extremely clean, integrated installation that typically requires a second
look to appreciate. The same goes for the rest of the engine compartment and the modified LT1
itself. It is the car's original engine, but it's been bored 0. It has also been fitted with a set of
splayed, four-bolt main caps for additional bottom-end strength. Those caps retain the activity
of a Cola forged crankshaft that pulls on a set of Lunati forged steel H-beam rods and Diamond
forged aluminum pistons. To the short-block assembly was added a set of AFR cc aluminum
cylinder heads. They're pretty much the gold standard in LT1 breathing these days and work
very well with forced induction. The degree, CNC-ported heads have 2. Of course, the air is
crammed into that intake via the turbo system. In addition to the pair of ceramic-bearing
turbos-which are fed by stainless headers that were custom-made at Stenod Performance-the
setup includes a pair of TiAL 44mm wastegates and 50mm blow-off valves; stainless steel
custom-made 2. Stenod also crafted all of the turbo and header flanges for the turbo system, as
well as built a custom, 2. Upgrading to the LS-style direct, coil-per-cylinder system brings a
much more accurate, reliable ignition. Factory LS1 coil packs are used and have no trouble
generating the energy required to light off the pressurized charge. As we mentioned, this
carefully engineered engine combination is worth about horsepower, as well as lb-ft of torque. It
twists a custom, 3-inch aluminum driveshaft, sending torque to a Moser 9-inch rear axle that's
fitted with a 4. From there, the power is transmitted via Strange spline axles to a set of genuine
inch Corvette Z06 rear wheels. Measuring a whopping 12 inches wide without their
corresponding series rubber, it was no small feat to cram them into the Camaro's fenders. But
they're in there without the help of mini tubs or anything like that-although the inner fender lips
were heavily massaged. The matching, 18x10 Z06 wheels are mounted up front and all four
corners of the car benefit from the adaptation of Z06 brakes-including the cross-drilled inch
rotors and six-piston calipers in the front and drilled The rest of the chassis wears suspension
parts left over from the Camaro's days as a dedicated drag racer, including a BMR K-member,
control arms, Panhard bar, and subframe connectors; along with a Spohn adjustable torque arm
and Strange shocks. To be honest, Fields needs to do a little more work to put the street back
into his suspension, as the hard-mounted suspension clunks and rattles considerably. Our brief
seat time in the car suggested this Camaro can use all the traction help those racing-bred
suspension parts can get. When the boost hits, the car rockets forward as if it were slammed
from the rear. It's a surge of power that is both intoxicating and scary in a street car-and we
were glad those monster Z06 wheels and tires put plenty of contact patch on the road. Even
mild applications of the throttle produced acceleration that had us straining against the
five-point seat harness. And thanks to the wonders of modern tuning, the Camaro was as docile
as an old cat at the stoplights. It's not a very loud car; and with no external variances from
stock, apart from those Z06 wheels, there's little clue to this F-body's Jekyll-and-Hyde
personality. Complementing that double-duty demeanor is an interior with a strong balance of

performance, comfort, and amenities. The requisite auxiliary gauges are mounted on the
A-pillar. A pair of Corbeau racing seats and the car's previous full rollcage was trimmed down to
a six-point system that enables easier entry and exit for the family. The most striking alteration
from stock in the Camaro's cabin is the use of Trans Am dashboard and console components.
They include the dashboard and center console from a Firebird and gauge cluster from a model
for the digital odometer. There was a lot of wiring fabrication and other details to make it
work-but I like the style of the Firebird dash better than the Camaro, so we made it happen.
Indeed, "make it happen" was the guiding philosophy during the car's construction-and the
mantra for all mad scientists. Fields
power pole parts diagram
ford expedition 2005 engine
library auto repair manuals
and Borschke weren't concerned about what was available for the car in the aftermarket or the
fabrication obstacles that made it a more challenging project. They envisioned the ultimate LT1
Camaro and made it happen. Stories like that of Bobby Culhane and his Chevrolet Camaro Z28
are a perfect example of persevering against all odds. No matter how many issues Bobby
experienced with his '94 Z28, he never gave up hope, and now it finally pays off! Checkout
pictures of this fully loaded beast at Camaro Performers Magazine! Only at Read all about this
awesome Chevy Camaro Z28 owned by one of our readers. Also Making this car deadly is the 1.
Duane Cubberley's Chevy Camaro is a fast ride with not much getting in the way and usually
runs in the 6-second index class, so watch out for him at the dragstrip. Check out this Chevy
Camaro Z28 which get a radiator upgrade. GM High Tech Performance. View Full Image.
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